NEW Gluetex Products
Awning adhesive tape AU11118.200
The polyester adhesive tape AU111 for the confection of awnings has lower viscosity
as usual polyester adhesive tapes. That grants an easier and faster penetration of
the adhesive in the fabric. The result is a much better adhesion. For now the AU111
is just available in a width of 18mm.
If you are interested in this product please do not hesitate to ask for a sample!

Edge reinforcement tape BV 190
Our BV 190 is a PVC-adhesive tape with glass fiber
reinforcement. It is mainly used for edge reinforcement on
screen fabrics.
Standard width: 9mm
Standard length: 200m
Weight: 290g/m²

PVC Tent keder for tents and awnings
Our PVC-Keder is available in different colors and dimensions as
well as single and twin flap.
Standard dimensions are:
Keder ø from 5,5mm – 13mm
Flap length from 20mm – 30mm
Length 100m oder 150m
Weight 450g/m² - 700g/m²
Available colors: white, grey, black
Other dimensions on demand.

If you have any questions about our products please contact us by telephone
number (0049) 7742 92783093.

For more information please visit our website www.gluetex.de

Fabric lock TFA 7/40 for awnings
The fabric locks TFA 7/40 fix the fabrics in the drop bar
and the roller tube without shortening the outreach of
the fabric against the center seam. In contrast to
expansion bolts clamps the Gluetex fabric lock the side
seam central in the cord edge channel.
The fabric locks are an improvement for all awnings
due to folding at the fabric edges will be prevented and the pressure on the hemstich
seam in the edges will be reduced.
The fabric locks are made of aluminum and the clamp
screw of stainless steel. Therefore the releasing and
fixating of the awnings are possible at any time.
If you are interested in this product please do not hesitate to ask for a sample!

Polyester-Spiral-Zipper PRK4 for zip keder
Our zipper PRK4 has been especially developed for vertical outdoor sun protection
systems, e.g. "Fixscreen", "ZipScreen", "Ventosol" or "ZipKeder".
It has a 10mm wide adhesive stripe which is placed very close to the outer edge to
avoid that the edges unravel.
The spiral is asymmetric quilted and has a width of 4mm.
The melting temperature of the adhesive stripe is 115°C. The process temperature
should be about 20°C – 30°C higher. The PRK4 is available in the widths 15mm and
20mm as well as in different colors (standard colors are grey, white and black).
The fastener PRK4 is especially suitable for ultra sonic welding, hot air welding, high
frequency welding and thermal pulse welding.

As well available in:
White
Black

We are also at your disposal by email info@gluetex.de

For more information please visit our website www.gluetex.de

